The web based applications are powerful and have the ability to provide feature rich content to a wide audience spread across the globe at an economical cost. Hence it is a daunting task to test these applications and with more and more features and testing these applications is becoming even more complex. This work covers some of the challenges faced when testing these applications with a testing tool called eValid. eValid is a software developed by Software Research, Inc. It is a test engine that provides client side quality checking. eValid is a testing tool suite built into an IE browser. eValid performs every function needed for detailed WebSite static and dynamic testing, regression testing, QA/Validation, page timing and tuning, transaction monitoring, and realistic & scalable server loading.
INTRODUCTION
The process of creating a program consists defining a problem, designing a program, building a program, analyzing performances of a program, and final arranging of a product. According to this classification, software testing is a component of the third phase, and means checking if a program for specified inputs gives correctly and expected results.
Software Testing
Software testing is an important component of software quality assurance. The goal of testing is systematical detection of different classes of errors( error can be defined as a human action that produces an incorrect result) in a minimum amount of time and with a minimum amount of effort.
Software can be tested in following ways,
Black Box testing
It is testing software based on output requirements and without any knowledge of the internal structure or coding in the program.
White Box testing
This method can be shortly as testing software with the knowledge of the internal structure and coding inside the program.
Gray box testing.
It is defined as testing software while already having some knowledge of its underlying code or logic.
Classification of Test Techniques
The most important test techniques
Figure1 General Classification of Test Techniques

WEB TESTING
Web testing is the name given to software testing that focuses on web applications. A successful web application can be summarized to as being: usable, secure, saleable, reliable, maintainable and highly available.
Specific Testing Areas
These are specific testing areas that require special attention regarding website testing.
Static Testing
Static testing is the testing of the objects in a web browser that do not change, or are not transaction based. There are several types of static testing. 
Content
Test Sessions
Test Context
Tests need to operate from the browser level for two reasons:
(1) this is where users see a Website, so tests based in browser operation are the most realistic; and (2) tests based in browsers can be run locally or across the Web equally well. Local execution is fine for quality control, but not for performance measurement work, where response time including Web-variable delays reflective of real-world usage is essential.
Website Dynamic Validation
Confirming validity of what is tested is the key to assuring. WebSite quality is the most difficult challenge of all. Here are four key areas where test automation will have a significant impact [10].
Operational Testing
It involve a variety of checks on individual pages in the Website Page Consistency 
Content Validation
The content should be checked either exactly or approximately.
Here are some ways that content validation could be accomplished:
Structural Checkpoints, Exact Reproduction Gross Statistics Selected Images/Fragments
Load Simulation
Load analysis needs to proceed by having a special purpose browser act like a human user. This assures that the performance checking experiment indicates true performance -not performance on simulated but unrealistic conditions. Sessions should be recorded live or edited from live recordings to assure faithful timing. There should be adjustable speed up and slow down ratios and intervals.
Load generation should proceed from:
Single Browser Sessions. Multiple Independent Browser Sessions The eValid web analysis and testing suite has a very rich feature set that supports a range of functions: client-side site mapping and QA, functional testing and regression suite development, website timing and tuning, and server loading, and server capacity analysis.
E-VALID TESTING SYSTEM
eValid -General Description
General Features
Full capability browser (100% IE compatible).
 Intuitive in-the-browser GUI and on-line documentation and help.
 Record and playback of sessions in full ObjectMode with Adaptive Playback.
 Rich and powerful User Preferences.  Easy-to-edit playback script files; logfiles are 100% spreadsheet, database ready.
 A convenient Page Metrics Popup that details facts about the current page.
 Full support for testing every type of userinteraction: HTML/S, XML, forms, Java applets, ActiveX controls, modal dialogs, JavaScript, DotNet applications, multiple sub-windows, pop-ups --in short, everything and anything that a browser can render. 
Functional Testing
LoadTest Server Loading
Rich Internet Application Monitoring
eValid's Rich Internet Application Monitoring Services are hosted, managed automated testing of secure web transactions with 100% reality and repeatability. Operating at frequencies as high as 10/hour, eValid Rich Internet Application Monitoring Services act to confirm essential availability of end-to-end E-commerce applications.
eValid's web rich internet application monitoring watches the performance and integrity of the end-to-end business applications in real time. Operating at established regular intervals 24/7, the eValid robot test engine sends status, warnings and failure notices to in real time, based on the results of tests as they play back automatically. Timely information like this alerts one to any problems in the web applications and network monitoring software before the users experience them. Typical eValid rich internet application monitoring services report with regular email, and via and account on the special Nagios-Based reporting system, with sample performance reports as shown below. 
Figure 3 Performance Report
Site Analysis System
The eValid web site analysis process produces a detailed performance analysis, using a build in page spidering engine. Subject to user constraints and controls, it searches every page at/below a designated starting page and, along the way, applies a series of quality checks to each page, and accumulates page dependency data and performance analysis to drive a powerful 3D-SiteMap Display that shows page interactions and properties. eValid site analysis uses a powerful page scanner that, beginning with the starting page, creates a list of links to visit and then visits them, in turn adding to the list of "to be visited links". This list is pruned according to user instructions, and can exclude URLs based on string matches.
As each page is downloaded into the eValid browser it is passed through a series of site analysis quality filters and violations of the quality rules produce entries in the output reports. In addition, the scan and search engine keeps a complete list of page dependencies, used to produce a Complete Map of pages or a 3D-SiteMap display of dependencies.
Figure 4 Size Analysis Report
Example Uses
Early application of the eValid system has been very effective in producing experiments and collecting data that is very useful for WebSite checking. While eValid is expected to be the main engine for a range of WebSite quality control and testing activities, two of the most typical --and most important --applications are chosen to illustrate how eValid can be used.
Performance Testing Illustration
To illustrate how eValid measures timing a set of Public Portal Performance Profile TestSuites are built that have these features:
Top 20 Web Portals. 20 commonly available WebSites are selected on which to measure response times. These are called the "P4" suites.
User Recording. One user's excursion is recorded through these suites and saved that keysave file (playback script).
User Recording. The scripts are played back on a 56 kbps modem so that a realistic comparison can be had of how long it would take to make this very-full visit to selected 20 portals.
P4 Timings.
The elapsed time it took for this script is measured to execute at various times during the day. The results from one typical day's executions showed a playback time range of from 457 secs. to 758 secs (i.e. from -19% of the average to +36% of the average playback time). Lessons Learned. It is relatively easy to configure a sophisticated test script that visits many links in a realistic way, and provides realistic user-perceived timing data.
Second Layer
eValid is presently used in support of various customers' WebSite quality control activities.
CONCLUSION
This work demonstrates the software testing models, web testing strategies and the analysis and testing of web application using eValid. eValid tests any WebSite or web application, extranet or intranet, or web service. In fact, eValid tests any kind of system that is viewed with a browser. eValid's unique and powerful technology focuses on every part of WebSite quality. eValid is a different technology where test and analysis functions are all built inside the eValid browser. Unlike client/server methods, and HTTP proxy/wrapper techniques, eValid delivers + efficient, accurate, repeatable, unambiguous, real WebSite and Rich Internet Application (RIA) behavior testing. One can rely on eValid to make sure his application is top quality.
